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ABSTRACT

On 20May 2013, the cities of Newcastle, Oklahoma City, andMoore, Oklahoma, were impacted by a long-

track violent tornado that was rated as an EF5 on the enhanced Fujita scale by the National Weather Service.

Despite a relatively sustained long track, damage surveys revealed a number of small-scale damage indicators

that hinted at storm-scale processes that occurred over short time periods. TheUniversity of Oklahoma (OU)

Advanced Radar Research Center’s PX-1000 transportable, polarimetric, X-band weather radar was oper-

ating in a single-elevation PPI scanning strategy at theOUWestheimer airport throughout the duration of the

tornado, collecting high spatial and temporal resolution polarimetric data every 20 s at ranges as close as

10 km and heights below 500mAGL. This dataset contains the only known polarimetric radar observations of

theMoore tornado at such high temporal resolution, providing the opportunity to analyze and study finescale

phenomena occurring on rapid time scales. Analysis is presented of a series of debris ejections and rear-flank

gust front surges that both preceded and followed a loop of the tornado as it weakened over the Moore

Medical Center before rapidly accelerating and restrengthening to the east. The gust front structure, debris

characteristics, and differential reflectivity arc breakdown are explored as evidence for a ‘‘failed occlusion’’

hypothesis. Observations are supported by rigorous hand analysis of critical storm attributes, including tor-

nado track relative to the damage survey, sudden track shifts, and a directional debris ejection analysis. A

conceptual description and illustration of the suspected failed occlusion process is provided, and its impli-

cations are discussed.

1. Introduction

The 20 May 2013 EF5 tornado that affected the cities

of Newcastle, Oklahoma City, and Moore, Oklahoma,

was observed by numerous radar systems in and around

the metropolitan area of Oklahoma City with varying

update rates, spatial resolutions, distances/angles to the

storm, and capabilities (e.g., polarimetric moments).

The University of Oklahoma Advanced Radar Re-

search Center’s PX-1000 transportable, polarimetric, X-

band radar combined temporal resolution of 20 s and

spatial resolution of 112m in range (oversampled to

30m) with high-quality polarimetric estimates and a

serendipitously close range to form a distinct perspec-

tive regarding finescale phenomena in the storm.

The Moore storm is particularly suited for this type of

analysis because of its strength, location, and high-

profile nature. These factors combined to result in the

most detailed storm survey in National Weather Service

(NWS) history, consisting of more than 4200 damage
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indicators (Atkins et al. 2014a; Burgess et al. 2014). Of

particular interest in the damage survey results was the

path of the tornado in the vicinity of the Moore Medical

Center (MMC), where a distinct shift in direction and a

loop were observed. During analysis of PX-1000 data, a

number of finescale shifts in the track of the tornado

were discovered that were not readily apparent in the

damage survey. This study analyzes these track shifts,

forward speed changes, debris ejections, and polari-

metric tornadic debris signatures (TDSs; Ryzhkov et al.

2002, 2005) in order to differentiate/compare each of the

observed shift instances with the observed loop at the

MMC. Such shifts in track are not easily observable

without extremely rapid update rates commonly asso-

ciated with tornado-scale research radars.

Cyclic supercells (Darkow andRoos 1970; Fujita et al.

1970) have been of key interest to many tornado-related

research thrusts due to the relation between their rarity

and impact. Cyclic mesocyclogenesis, specifically, was

first conceptualized byBurgess et al. (1982), while a later

detailed case study by Beck et al. (2006) added to the

conceptual theory behind mesocyclone occlusions and

new mesocyclogenesis. Finer-scale studies regarding cy-

clic tornadogenesis through the use of higher temporal

and spatial resolutions have also been carried out, and it

has been shown that cyclic supercells can be prolific tor-

nado producers and are often the type of supercell asso-

ciated with tornado outbreaks (Dowell and Bluestein

2002a,b; Tanamachi et al. 2012). These studies have also

shown it is not uncommon for brief, weak tornadoes to

precede longer-lived, stronger tornadoes.

Furthermore, recent high-resolution mobile radar ob-

servations of tornadoes during convective field experi-

ments have provided numerous other areas of insight into

supercell and tornado dynamics (e.g., Bluestein et al. 2004;

Wurman and Alexander 2005; Bluestein et al. 2007b;

Kosiba and Wurman 2010; Wurman et al. 2012; Kosiba

and Wurman 2013; Wurman and Kosiba 2013), as well as

storm-scale microphysics and thermodynamics (e.g.,

Markowski et al. 2002, 2012; Kosiba et al. 2013; Marquis

et al. 2012). Specifically, polarimetric observations have

driven entirely new studies of mesoscale and storm-scale

phenomena, particularly studies of storm microphysics.

TDSs, for example, have provided remote tornado de-

tection capabilities (Ryzhkov et al. 2005; Bluestein et al.

2007a; Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008; Palmer et al. 2011;

Snyder and Ryzhkov 2014) and the potential for new

conceptual formulation exists such as the use of TDS

observations for tornado strength and debris type de-

termination (Schultz et al. 2012; Bodine et al. 2013, 2014).

Ryzhkov et al. (2005) defined the TDS as an area of high

reflectivity, low differential reflectivity (ZDR), and low

copolar cross-correlation coefficient (rHV) collocated

with a tornadic vortex signature in radial velocity (yr).

Kumjian and Ryzhkov (2008) identified high ZDR values

along the inflow side of the forward-flank precipitation

echo, which they termed the ZDR arc. Later studies have

shown that theZDR arc results from size sorting (Kumjian

and Ryzhkov 2009; Dawson et al. 2014), and in cyclic su-

percell cases, formation and dissipation of the ZDR arc is

associated with mesocyclogenesis (Kumjian et al. 2010).

A number of important questions remain unanswered

regarding our understanding of the relationship between

mesocyclogenesis/tornado genesis, dissipation, and cy-

clic evolution. While this is due in large part to the wide

range of possible scenarios in severe local storms and

their environments, an added caveat is the lack of ex-

tremely rapid update rates combined with high-quality

data (Heinselman et al. 2008; Heinselman and Torres

2011). When the combination of a cyclic storm with

rapid radar updates and high data quality is available,

the potential for new conceptual formulations exists.

Recently, a series of mobile radar platforms (e.g.,

Wurman andRandall 2001; Biggerstaff et al. 2005;Weiss

2009; Bluestein et al. 2010; Isom et al. 2013; Pazmany

et al. 2013) have provided new insight into the dynamic

and cyclic nature of mesocyclogenesis (Ziegler et al.

2001; Beck et al. 2006; French et al. 2008) and tornado

structures and life cycles (Wurman et al. 2010; French

et al. 2013;Wurman andKosiba 2013; Houser et al. 2015;

Snyder and Bluestein 2014).

Rear-flank downdrafts (RFDs), specifically, have

been a focus of numerous supercell and tornado studies

[summarized in Markowski (2002)]. While in situ

thermodynamic/kinematic observations and studies of

RFDs have become quite common since VORTEX and

VORTEX2 (e.g., Markowski et al. 2002; Grzych et al.

2007; Finley and Lee 2008; Hirth et al. 2008; Lee et al.

2012; Markowski et al. 2012; Atkins et al. 2014b; Skinner

et al. 2014), rapid-scanning polarimetric datasets of

complex RFD evolutions are scarce in the literature.

Additionally, the relationship between cyclic meso-

cyclogenesis, cyclic tornadogenesis, and ongoing

RFD/rear-flank gust front surges (RFGFS) can vary

considerably from storm to storm.

The comparison between RFGFSs and mesocyclone

structure has been a common research theme in recent

years (Adlerman et al. 1999; Finley and Lee 2004;

Adlerman and Droegemeier 2005; Skinner et al. 2014),

as has the comparison between RFGFSs and ongoing

tornadic debris (Houser 2013). The Moore storm dis-

played numerous instances of RFGFSs and subsequent

debris ejections; however, these surges occurred on ex-

tremely rapid time scales and did not result in torna-

dogenesis or tornadic dissipation, nor did they result in a

new mesocyclone in the conventional sense. Adlerman
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et al. (1999) described the conventional (or ‘‘classic’’) oc-

clusion process as the development of an evaporatively

driven RFD wrapping cyclonically around the mesocy-

clone, causing a gust front surge and updraft development

at midlevels. As the new, two-celled structure of updrafts

progresses, the upshear updraft weakens as it is cut off from

storm-relative inflow. The single instance of near occlusion

in theMoore storm, herein called a ‘‘failed’’ occlusion, is of

particular interest among the RFGFSs. Section 2 of this

paper discusses the general event overview, and section 3

presents the system, data, andprocessingmethods. Sections

4 and 5 present a detailed overview of the PX-1000 dataset

and a discussion of its implications, respectively, while

section 6 offers a summary and the conclusions.

2. Event overview and tornado track

During the early afternoon hours of 20 May 2013, a

500-hPa trough extended from southeastern South

Dakota through western Nebraska and Kansas and into

northeastern New Mexico, while the right entrance

region of a 31ms21 midlevel jet streak and 15ms21 of

850-hPa flow out of the south-southwest were situated

over central Oklahoma. A sharp dryline was located in a

north-northeast/south-southwest orientation west of the

Interstate 35 (I-35) corridor in centralOklahoma, and the

1800 UTCKOUN sounding in Norman indicated mixed-

layer (ML) CAPE of 3120 Jkg21, mixed-layer convective

inhibition (MLCIN) of 33Jkg21, a mixed-layer lifting

condensation level (MLLCL) of 890m, 0–6-km AGL

bulk shear of 27ms21, and 0–1-km storm relative helicity

of 131m2 s22 (Fig. 1). A stationary surface boundary was

coexistent with the dryline, which by 1800 UTC, had

begun to bulge into central Oklahoma with surface winds

directly to the east turning out of the south-southeast.

The first radar returns of theMoore storm appeared at

approximately 1900UTC, west of BridgeCreek (via PX-

1000, the KTLXWSR-88D, and the TOKC TDWR; not

shown). By 1934UTC, three distinct cells and associated

mesocyclones were evident, with one near Mustang, a

second east of Tuttle, and a third just north of Bridge

Creek. By 1946 UTC, the northern cells had dissipated,

FIG. 1. Sounding released by NWS Norman at 1800 UTC 20 May 2013. Thermodynamic

sounding consists of temperature T (8C; red), dewpoint temperature Td (8C; blue), mixed-layer

parcel path (dashed black), and unstable region shaded in green. Top-right inset shows the

hodograph, withwinds plotted inm s21 (axis tickmarks are in 5m s21 steps), and critical heights

labeled along the hodograph. On the right side of the figure, flags, wind barbs, and half wind

barbs denote 50, 10, and 5 kt (1 kt 5 0.5144m s21), respectively.
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and the southern cell had rapidly strengthened and orga-

nized, with a defined hook structure in reflectivity factor at

horizontal polarization (ZHH) and a ;60ms21 inbound/

outbound radial velocity differential (Dyr) across the

mesocyclone (which was ;2km in horizontal diameter at

the sampled elevation). Between 1946 and 1956 UTC,

a surge of precipitation occurred around the southern edge

of the hook, with tornadogenesis estimated at 1956 UTC

according to theNWSdamage survey (Burgess et al. 2014)

and gate-to-gate PX-1000 Dyr of ;35ms21. A low-ZHH

region in the hook and a polarimetric debris signature

quickly became evident in low-level radar scans.

The tornado rapidly strengthened, producing EF3–

EF4 damage within 4min of tornadogenesis. A series of

ZHH and yr examples from key times during the tornado

are shown in Fig. 2, as well as a hand analysis of the PX-

1000-indicated tornado track (using the location of

maximum Dyr) and the contoured maximum EF-scale

damage ratings from Burgess et al. (2014). The track is

interpolated using a periodic interpolating cubic spline

curve (Lee 1989), which is necessary because of the wide

native beamwidth of PX-1000 (1.88; see the following

section). A photograph of the tornado is shown in Fig. 3,

taken at approximately 2018 UTC (just after impacting

Briarwood Elementary School).

While EF3 damage was apparent throughout the

majority of the tornado’s lifetime, EF4 damage did not

occur again until approximately 2010 UTC, although

this may be attributable to the sparse density of struc-

tures in northern Newcastle. From 2014 to 2023 UTC, a

constant swath of EF4 damage, with occasional EF5

damage, was evident in the damage survey. As seen in

the PX-1000 data, the tornado shifted east and north

multiple times before turning sharply to the north and

looping just west of the MMC at I-35 between 2023 and

2024 UTC. After this loop, Dyr decreased and forward

ground speed increased, but consistent EF3 (and com-

mon EF4) damage continued through approximately

2030UTC, with dissipation occurring around 2035UTC.

The NWS survey indicated that the tornado lasted

39min and had a pathlength of 23 km and a maximum

damage width of 1.7 km. Of the 4531 damaged struc-

tures, over 3500 were residential buildings (Atkins et al.

2014a), and more than 300 structures experienced

EF4/EF5 damage (Burgess et al. 2014).

3. PX-1000 system description, data collection, and

processing

The PX-1000 radar is a transportable, polarimetric, X-

band, dish-based platform mounted on a trailer that can

be moved as necessary for various field campaign re-

quirements (Table 1; Cheong et al. 2013a). Operating at

100-W peak power on each channel (for simultaneous

independent H/V transmit/receive), the pulse compres-

sion scheme described in Kurdzo et al. (2014) is used in

order to achieve the necessary sensitivity for meteoro-

logical data collection. The resulting sensitivity is ap-

proximately 14 dBZ at 50-km range, and the native

range resolution is 112m. The 1.8-m-diameter parabolic

dish results in a 1.88 azimuthal resolution at 9.55GHz,

and the scanning technique used on 20 May resulted in

an effective beamwidth of 2.08 [utilizing the effective

beamwidth formulation in Doviak and Zrni�c (1993)].

The range gates and azimuths are oversampled to 30m

and 1.08, respectively.

Because of the use of pulse compression, a blind range

during transmission of the long pulse (67ms) exists,

meaning no returns can be measured within 10.3 km of

the radar. To mitigate this issue, the time-frequency

multiplexing (TFM) method described in Cheong et al.

(2013a) is utilized to fill the blind range with a short

pulse (2ms). The resulting sensitivity is lower in the

10.3 km surrounding the radar, however, strong echoes

such as those associated with the tornado/parent su-

percell are sufficiently resolved and do not hinder the

analysis presented in this study. This discrepancy is more

apparent in weaker echoes, as seen in Fig. 4 where a

circular area of lower sensitivity is apparent. TheMoore

tornado skirted the edge of the blind range, but for the

majority of its lifetime was just beyond this range.

Additionally, in order to achieve high-quality esti-

mates, themultilagmethod detailed in Lei et al. (2012) is

used for moment estimation. The multilag method is

especially valuable for rHV estimation in low signal-to-

noise (SNR) situations. This method, when combined

with the TFM technique, allows for rHV estimates that

are less susceptible to low SNRs, resulting in signifi-

cantly increased accuracy and smooth transitions across

the blind range (Cheong et al. 2013b). In areas of high

spectrum width, however, the multilag Gaussian fit does

not hold. Therefore, gates with lag-2 spectrum widths

greater than 5ms21 as well as SNR greater than 10dB

were processed with standard pulse-pair moment

estimates.

PX-1000 is capable of custom scanning strategies,

ranging from volumetric scans to PPI scans and RHI

scans. Before the onset of severe weather on 20 May,

PX-1000 was set to run at a constant 2.68 elevation (PPI)

scan at a rotation rate of 188 s21, resulting in an update

rate of 20 s. Although other scanning strategies would

have been useful for various types of analysis (e.g.,

volumetric analysis), the 20-s update rate, even at a

single elevation, resulted in a polarimetric dataset ca-

pable of detecting rapidly evolving areas of the storm

that a volumetric scanning strategy would have missed.
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FIG. 2. EF-scale damage ratings [colored shading, from Burgess et al. (2014)], vortex center track from PX-1000 Dyr data (dotted black

line), PX-1000 observation times (black dots), and sampleZHH and yr data from different times/locations along the tornado track shown in

top/bottom frames (denoted by circles and times A–H).
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PX-1000 I/Q data were processed with a TFMmatched

filter to generate moment data. A total of 100 pulses were

used for moment estimates. Velocity dealiasing was

completed manually using standard unfolding tech-

niques. With availability of high-quality polarimetric es-

timates, attenuation correction was applied to the data

using differential attenuation parameterizations (Bringi

et al. 1990; Jameson 1992; Park et al. 2005). The values

suggested by Snyder et al. (2010) at the X band were used

for correction of ZHH and ZDR. The dual-Doppler ex-

ample shown in section 4 was completed using a 14km3

14km grid with spacing of 300m in both dimensions,

centered on the tornado. A Barnes’s analysis (Barnes

1964) with smoothing lengths of 100m in both dimensions

and three passes (Majcen et al. 2008) was used along

with a two-dimensional variant of the dual-Doppler

method described in Shapiro and Mewes (1999):

u5
[(y2 y1)R2yr22 (y2 y2)R1yr1]

[(x2 x2)(y2 y1)2 (x2 x1)(y2 y2)]
, (1)

y5
[(x2 x2)R1yr12 (x2 x1)R2yr2]

[(x2 x2)(y2 y1)2 (x2 x1)(y2 y2)]
, (2)

where x and y are meridional and zonal positions, re-

spectively, to an analysis point with respect to a radar, R

is the range to the analysis point from a radar, and yr is

the radial velocity measured by a radar. The subscripts 1

and 2 refer to radar 1 (PX-1000) and radar 2 (KTLX),

respectively.

Finally, the maximum radial velocity increase (yi)

calculations were formulated using a sliding window

along each radial of the single-Doppler yr field from PX-

1000. To compare with the values seen in Lee et al. (2012)

at a fair resolution difference, the window size was set to

approximately 1km, or 34 range gates. The maximum

absolute value of radial velocity differential was de-

termined for each gate based on this sliding window.

4. PX-1000 radar observations

a. Early tornado track

Shortly before tornadogenesis, and after the dissipa-

tion of the northern two cells, a fourth cell with a weakly

rotating updraft rapidly approached the main supercell

from the south. This southern cell began to merge with

the main supercell at nearly the exact time of

tornadogenesis (;1956 UTC; Fig. 2a) and was not fully

ingested into the main supercell until approximately

2012 UTC (Fig. 2c). While the lack of three-dimensional

dual-Doppler data prevents the ability to analyze this

cell merger in depth (and data assimilation is beyond the

scope of this paper), various studies regarding cell

mergers via both simulations and observations have

suggested a potential role in tornadogenesis (Bluestein

FIG. 3. The tornado in Moore, OK, at approximately 2018 UTC. View is from just east of Indian Hills Rd. and 48th

Ave. NW, looking to the NNW. (Photograph courtesy Gabriel Garfield, NOAA/NWS.)
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and Weisman 2000; Lee et al. 2006; Wurman et al. 2007;

Hastings et al. 2014).

Before and during the cell merger, the mesocyclone

displayed distinctly different RFGF characteristics

compared with the latter part of the storm’s life, high-

lighted by the lack of RFGFSs (to be discussed in depth

in upcoming sections). By completion of themerger with

the southern cell, a distinct tornadic vortex signature

(Brown et al. 1978), quasi-circular TDS (Ryzhkov et al.

2002, 2005), and ZDR arc (Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008)

were all apparent, along with classic supercellular ZHH

and yr structures (Fig. 4; Lemon and Doswell 1979).

Additionally, a possible low-reflectivity ribbon (LRR;

Snyder et al. 2013) is apparent in some of the early

ZHH data.

Figure 5 provides a time series of maximum EF-scale

damage rating (interpreted in time from the NWS

damage survey), maximum Dyr, forward ground speed

of the tornado, the direction of vortexmovement, and an

event timeline highlighting numerous key events. The

middle three plots are smoothed using a five-point

sliding window on account of the wide native PX-1000

beamwidth. The timeline depicts start times of RFGFSs

and temporary track shifts, the loop at MMC, the exis-

tence of a ZDR arc breakdown, and a southern surge of

precipitation discussed in later subsections.

A gradual increase in maximum Dyr to values greater

than 100ms21 (and occasionally over 120ms21) was

apparent, coinciding with a large swath of EF4 and EF5

damage indicators seen in the NWS damage survey

(Burgess et al. 2014). During the early stages of the

tornado, forward ground speed was maintained between

8 and 11ms21, with occasionally slower movements

during apparent ‘‘track shifts.’’ These track shifts are

marked on the timeline and can also be seen in the di-

rectional time series plot, where the vortex center oc-

casionally turned slightly to the right temporarily before

recovering to the same general northeasterly motion.

These track shifts can be seen in the middle panel of

Fig. 2. The second of these shifts, occurring around

2008–2010 UTC, was associated with a slowed forward

ground speed (;4m s21 slower than previously), as well

as an area of EF4 damage indicators.

b. RFGF surges and debris ejections

Throughout the lifetime of the Moore tornado, a se-

ries of track shifts and debris ejections were observed in

the PX-1000 data. Debris ejections in this context are

defined as an area of debris ejected from the core tor-

nado vortex along a line typically to the south of the

tornado and have been referred to as debris ‘‘tails’’ or

debris deformation events in previous studies (Houser

2013; Houser et al. 2015). For the purposes of this study,

debris ejections/tails are differentiated from the TDS by

an asymmetry in the TDS with a nondebris separation

between the TDS and the tail necessary for identifica-

tion. A conceptual diagram of debris ejections/tails is

provided in Fig. 6, and a series of examples from the

Moore case, discussed further in the following sections,

can be seen in Fig. 7.

TABLE 1. System characteristics and 20 May operational settings for PX-1000.

System characteristics 20 May operational settings

Transmitter type Dual solid state power

amplifiers (SSPAs)

Nyquist velocity 15.7m s21

Operating frequency 9550MHz Unambiguous range* 65 km

PRF 1–2000Hz PRF 2000Hz

Radiating center 2.5m AGL Polarimetric processing Multilag

Sensitivity ,20 dBZ at 50 km Sensitivity 14 dBZ at 50 km

Observable range 60 km Scanning strategy PPI

Antenna gain 38.5 dBi Elevation angle 2.68

Antenna diameter 1.8m Rotation rate 188 s21

3-dB beamwidth 1.88 Update rate 20 s

Polarization Dual linear, simultaneous

H/V (SHV)

Long pulse length 67ms

Polarimetric isolation 26 dB Short pulse length 2ms

Max rotation rate 508 s21 Range resolution 112m

Peak power 100W Range oversampling 30m

Pulse width 1–69ms Effective beamwidth 2.08

Chirp bandwidth 5MHz Azimuthal oversampling 1.08

Max duty cycle 20% Long pulse bandwidth 2.2MHz, nonlinear frequency

modulation (NLFM)

Min gate spacing 30m Short pulse bandwidth 0.5MHz at 23 dB

*A result of the use of a fill pulse.
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As with debris in a TDS, polarimetric radar can be

used to identify debris in one of these ejections/tails via

relatively low values in rHV andZDR, and relatively high

values inZHH. Bodine et al. (2013) suggest that debris at

the S band can be differentiated using ZHH values

greater than 42.5 dBZ collocated with rHV values below

0.825. These thresholds have been applied to the PX-

1000 data at the X band in order to locate debris inside

and outside the tornadic circulation with the expectation

that the values will yield viable results at the X band.

Since the only debris thresholding studies have taken

place at the S band, the scattering differences between

the S and X band are poorly understood, so it is assumed

that S-band values perform reasonably well at the X

band. For the purposes of this study, S-band values

should be close enough for proper discrimination of

debris from meteorological scatterers, which typically

have considerably higher rHV (Dolan and Rutledge

2009; Snyder et al. 2010).

Furthermore, it is contended that debris tails have a

direct association with RFGFSs, since a surge of high

winds would be likely to carry debris from the tornadic

circulation, especially in strong tornadoes in populated

areas that contain a significant amount of debris (Fig. 6).

Additionally, anRFGFS implies an intensification of the

downdraft, which would likely enhance debris fallout

into the RFD. While the analysis of RFGFSs with high-

temporal and high-spatial resolution dual-Doppler ob-

servations would be ideal, the lack of radar datasets in

the Oklahoma City metropolitan area on 20 May with

the temporal resolution of PX-1000 makes this type of

analysis in theMoore tornado impossible, especially due

to the fact that many of the debris ejections observed

existed on time scales less than 1–2min. Therefore, for

the Moore case, it is argued that the PX-1000 observa-

tions of debris ejections can be used as a proxy to ana-

lyze RFGFSs at high temporal resolution. To support

this assumption, an overlay of single-Doppler maximum

radial velocity increase (yi) contours at 13m s21 with a

rHV underlay for each of the first six debris ejections is

shown in Fig. 7. Only the first six debris ejections are

chosen for this analysis since the final two ejections were

primarily in the cross-beam direction, leading to a sub-

optimal radar viewing angle. The first two cases also

FIG. 4. (from top left, clockwise) PX-1000 ZHH, dealiased yr, rHV, and ZDR at 2020:18 UTC. The dashed semicircle represents the

northern half of the PX-1000 fill pulse edge, approximately 10.3 km from the radar. Distances labeled are from the radar location, which is

to the south of the frame.
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consisted of significant cross-beam components, making

their appearance much less obvious in Fig. 7. The

13ms21 threshold was chosen based on observations

from Lee et al. (2012) in RFGFSs.

It can be argued, as shown in Fig. 7, that each of the

debris ejections was associated with a yi maximum in

either a collocated or slightly lagged sense, suggesting

that near-surface convergent flow alongRFGFSs caused

debris lofting and, therefore, a manifestation of each

RFGFS in the rHV field. In some of the cases, especially

the first three RFGFSs, a distinct area of convergence

directly behind the debris ejection is not apparent;

FIG. 5. (top four panels, from top to bottom) InstantaneousmaximumEF-scale ratings interpreted fromBurgess et al. (2014), time series

of maximumDyr (m s21), vortex forward ground speed (m s21), and direction of vortexmovement. (bottom) Timeline of various observed

characteristics of the tornado/supercell, including (from top to bottom)RFGFSs, track shifts, the loop at theMMC, the existence of aZDR

arc disruption, and a strong southern surge of hydrometeors just before the beginning of the occlusion process.
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however, a nonsymmetry in the convergence field to the

south of the TDS is apparent near the observed debris.

Although dual-Doppler observations are not available

for the majority of RFGFS cases during the Moore

tornado, a suitable baseline between PX-1000 and the

KTLX WSR-88D was available for three scans, one of

which was during a debris ejection. A dual-Doppler

analysis with KTLX was performed at 2022:17 UTC,

shown in Fig. 8. Convergence values higher than 0.1 s21

are contoured in dashed lines. Along the southern debris

ejection, pockets of high convergence coexist with the

lowest areas of rHV. Given the observation height of

roughly 470m, debris is likely being lofted by updrafts

along the RFGFS, as implied by low level convergence

and the continuity equation.

Assuming this is true for all observed debris ejections

throughout the lifetime of theMoore tornado, a series of

RFGFSs can be analyzed using the high-resolution PX-

1000 polarimetric data. The debris ejections (referred to

uniformly as RFGFSs from this point forward) occurred

regularly along the track of the tornado and often pre-

ceded track shifts (Fig. 9). The eight RFGFSs, labeled

R1–R8, are detailed in Table 2, and their beginning

stages are labeled in the event timeline in Fig. 5. With

the lack of high-temporal resolution dual-Doppler ob-

servations, the existence of debris in ‘‘tail’’ shapes can be

used to analyze characteristics of the RFGFSs. By

manually tracing the RFGFS signatures and thresh-

olding for ZHH and rHV values consistent with debris,

radar gates associated with RFGFS debris can be com-

pared in direction from the tornado location in a moving

reference frame. These locations are shown in polar

coordinate histograms in Fig. 10. Each gate (i.e., over-

sampled volume size; roughly 30 3 117 3 117m3 in di-

mension at a range of 10.5 km) is counted as one value

for a direction in each plot; however, each plot is nor-

malized in the radial dimension (the number of total

gates) to allow the plot to be used primarily for

directivity.

It is important to note that this method serves only to

indicate gates that contain debris; the debris density is

not known. Additionally, it is likely that the amount of

debris available for fallout is proportional to tornado

intensity and size relative to available damage in-

dicators, meaning that the debris ejections likely contain

more debris as the tornado moved through central

Moore; therefore, the exact magnitude of each plot in

the radial dimension should not be used as a proxy for

strength. Instead, the speed values in Table 2 are likely

more appropriate. The speed values in Table 2 were

determined using centroid tracking of debris, and the

directivity characteristics were derived from the histo-

grams in Fig. 10, making them relative to the tornado’s

location.

FIG. 6. Conceptual diagramof the debris ejection process. (left) The early stages of the tornado displaying a typical rHV minimumwithin

the TDS. (middle) As the tornado matures, the RFD develops a concentrated area of high low-level winds marking an RFGFS and

a debris ejection. The debris ejection/RFGFS is qualitatively defined as a debris ‘‘tail’’ that protrudes beyond the usually symmetric TDS.

(right) Later in the debris ejection process, the concentrated RFGFS moves around the TDS, pushing debris farther from the TDS,

characterized by an extended tail of low rHV.
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FIG. 7. Comparison of the first six debris ejections with single-Doppler PX-1000 maximum radial velocity increase field (yi). Shading is

PX-1000 rHV and solid lines are 13m s21 yi contours. Areas of convergence maxima corresponding with each debris ejection are marked

by arrow and text. Distances labeled are from the radar location, which is to the south of the frame. Note that the first two ejections have

significant cross-beam components, making them less obvious in the yi field.
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As shown in Fig. 10, it is apparent that R4, R5, and

R6 contain nearly an order of magnitude more radar

gates with debris than did the other RFGFSs. This may

be due to stronger surges, but it may also be due to

more debris available for lofting/fallout. These partic-

ular RFGFSs are discussed in depth in the subsequent

subsection, but it is worth noting that R4–R6 occur with

starting points occurring approximately every 1.6min.

The starting time difference of all the RFGFSs, how-

ever, ranges from 6.3 (R1–R2) to 1.0min (R5–R6).

During times other than the occlusion/loop period,

described in section 4c, this disparity is much smaller,

with times ranging from 6.3 (R1–R2) to 3.0min (R2–

R3), and an average of 4.5min. Despite the lack of

direct correlation between the RFGFSs and the track

shifts in Figs. 5 and 9, a number of the track shifts did

occur during or just after a RFGFS. This is visible after

R1, R2, the loop after/during R5 (described in section

4c), and shortly after R7. RFGFS R8 also preceded a

final occlusion.

FIG. 8. Sample dual-Doppler analysis from PX-1000 and the KTLXWSR-88D. Overlays are two-dimensional ground-relative wind vectors

and 0.1 s21 horizontal convergence contours. Underlays are (left) PX-1000ZHH and (right) PX-1000 rHV. Time of the analysis is 2022:17 UTC,

and the axes are labeled with respect to the PX-1000 location, which is to the south of the frame. KTLX is located to the right of the frame.

FIG. 9. PX-1000 tornado center track (solid black line) and timing/location of eight RFGFSs (labeled R1–R8 with dashed circles denoting

the location along the track). Noted times and locations are the beginning of each surge.
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c. Loop at Moore Medical Center and late track

Shortly after the damage survey presented in

Burgess et al. (2014) was completed, there were

questions regarding whether a loop or a cusp had oc-

curred near the MMC, approximately 450–500m west

of I-35 (G. J. Stumpf 2013, personal communication;

Atkins et al. 2014a). PX-1000 data were used to confirm

that the tornado had in fact moved in a circular path just

west of the MMC. However, the exact path of the

circulation in the PX-1000 data was offset slightly from

the damage path (Fig. 11). The difference is on the order

of 30m in each direction and is possibly due to a combi-

nation of the wide native beamwidth of PX-1000, the

potential for vortex tilting (French et al. 2014), and the

effects of combined translational/rotational wind com-

ponents. Between the time of 2021:37 and 2023:17 UTC,

the tornado completed a counterclockwise loop that

spanned a total length of approximately 0.5km with little

forward progress. This event can be seen in the time series

data of forward ground speed and direction in Fig. 5 as the

tornado moved in a northeast to north to southeast di-

rection at a speed as low as 3ms21. At the same time, Dyr
values dipped from a previous high of nearly 125 to

75ms21 in the span of less than 150 s. Shortly after the

loopingmotion in the track, an increase in forward ground

speed was observed, from 3 to 21ms21 in 4min. During

this time, despite the still heavily populated area, damage

indicators generally lessened, with the maximum damage

observations dropping to EF3 for the first time in 12min.

Although the loop atMMC is apparent in the PX-1000

data, there were a number of potentially related changes

in storm structure observed in the minutes beforehand.

To detail these changes, four sampling times have been

selected for annotated presentation in Fig. 12, spanning

from 2016:39 to 2026:16 UTC. These times are

marked in Fig. 11 for reference along the track. Prior

to 2016 UTC, a relatively mature tornado in a pseudo–

steady state had been ongoing for approximately 20min

(Fig. 2), aside from two minor RFGFS and track shift

TABLE 2. Rear-flank gust front surge characteristics.

RFGFS

Time begin

(UTC)

Time end

(UTC)

Max

velocity (m s21)

Primary

direction*

R1 2008:41 2010:01 18.1 1168 (ESE)

R2 2014:59 2018:38 13.4 2068 (SSW)

R3 2017:58 2020:18 13.6 2068 (SSW)

R4 2019:58 2023:36 11.6 2238 (SW)

R5 2021:37 2026:55 18.7 758 (E)

R6 2022:37 2026:55 26.4 1848 (S)

R7 2027:15 2028:55 20.1 1528 (SSE)

R8 2031:14 2032:54 19.0 1378 (SE)

* Relative to the tornado.

FIG. 10. Polar coordinate histograms of radar gates containing debris and their location relative to the center of the tornado (in amoving

reference frame) for RFGFSs R1–R8. Magnitude is marked radially outward by number of gates, and direction (360 18 bins) indicates

relative debris trajectory direction from the tornado. Each ejection plot is normalized by the number of gates, meaning the radial di-

mension changes from plot to plot.
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events (Fig. 5). Additionally, a distinctive ZDR arc was

evident from the forwardflank, all theway to thebaseof the

hook and around the TDS. Between 2014 and 2017 UTC,

an area of high ZHH (;60dBZ), high ZDR (;5dB), and

low rHV (;0.9) broke off from the rear/forward-flank

downdraft interface north of the tornado and surged

southward along the RFGF at a speed of 29ms21. This

phenomenonwill be referred to as a ‘‘southern surge’’ from

this point forward, and is similar to observations by

Kumjian (2011) and French et al. (2015).

The final stage of this southern surge can be seen in

Fig. 12a. At this time, 2016:39 UTC, a strong yr couplet,

quasi-circular tornadic debris signature, and ZDR arc

were apparent as the mature tornado continued. At

nearly the same time as the completing surge, the first

area of EF5 damage occurred near Briarwood Elemen-

tary School, 2.75km southwest of MMC. This period

marked a distinct turn to the north-northeast, as indicated

by the track in Fig. 11 and the vortex direction time series

in Fig. 5. In the forward flank, rHV was relatively high,

indicating primarily rain, but an area of loweredZDR was

beginning to break into the ZDR arc along the southern

fringe of the forward-flank downdraft (FFD).

Shortly afterward, at 2020:37 UTC, the lowered ZDR

values in the forward flank showed a transition to the

west (in a storm-relative sense), within the portion of the

ZDR arc closest to the updraft (Fig. 12b). This has been

hypothesized by Kumjian et al. (2010) to indicate a

disruption in the updraft and an occlusion process.

Additionally, a large area of low rHV was becoming

evident on the southern flank of the FFD, possibly in-

dicating debris fallout (Magsig and Snow 1998). Sub-

sequently, the southern surge passed through the RFD,

and resulted in a RFGFS (R4) and an associated debris

ejection, visible in both ZHH and rHV in Fig. 12b. In the

wake of R4, a distinct break in the hook echo to the

northwest of the tornado became evident. The highZDR

values in the southern surge had transitioned to lower

values as debris was mixed in with the RFGFS, and the

couplet had maintained its high Dyr over the period

(nearly 125ms21, among the highest values during the

tornado). As can be seen in Fig. 10, R4 maintained a

predominantly southern motion. Additionally, a strong

northerly shift in the track was well under way.

Two minutes later, at 2022:37 UTC, the lowered ZDR

values had mostly filled in across the southern forward

flank, but an area of loweredZDR had become apparent to

the west of the hook (Fig. 12c). In the same area, a

seemingly disrupted hook structure is present inZHH. The

low rHV intrusion in the FFD had shrunk in size but was

still evident. A second and third RFGFS (R5 and R6)

became evident in both ZHH and rHV, and the Dyr had

lowered from 125 to 100ms21, indicating a weakened

couplet in yr. RFGFS R5 displayed intensity and di-

rectional characteristics of an occluding RFD surge typi-

cally seen in occluding cyclic mesocyclogenesis (Fig. 10;

Adlerman and Droegemeier 2005), with large compo-

nents of the debris ejection pointing to the northeast,

possibly indicating an attempted occlusion of the tornadic

circulation asRFDair began to cut off the inflow air to the

southeast. RFGFS R6, on the other hand, was oriented to

the south, in a similar fashion to earlier RFGFSs. At this

point, the tornado slowed to under 5ms21 and began to

move toward the northwest, also a common characteristic

of an occludingmesocyclone/tornado (Burgess et al. 1982;

Adlerman et al. 1999; Dowell and Bluestein 2002a).

FIG. 11. EF-scale damage ratings [colored shading, fromBurgess et al. (2014)], vortex center track from PX-1000Dyr data (dotted black

line), andNWS damage survey center track (thin solid black line) for the loop area near theMMC (black star). Circled/labeled timesA–D

refer to the data presented in Fig. 12.
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At 2026:16 UTC (Fig. 12d), R6 had surged quickly

southward and was arguably the strongest of the

RFGFSs (26.4m s21; Table 2) and had primary debris

ejection trajectories toward the south and south-

southwest (Fig. 10). While the selected time of obser-

vation was past the time of the loop, it clearly shows the

debris associated with R5 being ejected to the northeast

of the tornado while R6 surges to the south. At this time,

the forward ground speed had increased to 9ms21

(Fig. 5). Additionally, both the lowered ZDR and rHV

values had recovered to the values seen during the ma-

ture stages before the loop. The ZDR arc, specifically,

had recovered to a fully mature state, and the hook echo

was once again fully connected in ZHH. A nearly sym-

metric TDS is evident in rHV, and the remnant debris tail

from R6 (and presumably previous RFGFSs) is clearly

visible in all moments.

Shortly prior to the recovery shown in Fig. 12d, at

2024:16 UTC, a fully formed double RFGFS structure

was evident. Annotated selections of R5 and R6 are

presented in Fig. 13, with solid arrows showing mean

debris motion along each surge. Forward ground speed

rapidly increased to 15ms21, even reaching as high as

21ms21 between 2026 and 2027 UTC. Afterward, be-

tween 2027 and 2032 UTC,Dyr wasmaintained in the 60–

70ms21 range as forward ground speed recovered to

;10ms21 and the maximum EF-scale damage ratings

fluctuated between EF4 and EF2. A RFGFS (R7) and an

associated track shift occurred at 2027:15UTC, and a final

RFGFS (R8) with predominantly easterly ejection of

debris indicated a final occlusion and tornado dissipation.

The tornado moved its final 8km (postloop) in 12min,

after it had traversed 15km in 27min.

5. Discussion

The RFD structure in a supercell (Lemon and

Doswell 1979) has been hypothesized to be at least

FIG. 12. Sample ZHH, yr, rHV, and ZDR data (clockwise from top left in each subframe) from different times/locations during the tornado

loop period. Times are in reference to circles and times A–D in Fig. 11.
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partially responsible for both tornado maintenance

(Marquis et al. 2008) and eventual tornadic decay

through the occlusion process of cold outflow air moving

from the south and west sides of the updraft/tornado,

around to the north and east sides (Brandes 1978;

Lemon and Doswell 1979; Markowski 2002; Marquis

et al. 2012). It has been proposed that the particular

RFD surge that results in tornadic occlusion cuts off the

source of warm inflow air, disrupting the updraft main-

tenance process (Klemp and Rotunno 1983; Wicker and

Wilhelmson 1995; Adlerman et al. 1999). However, it is

important to note that Marquis et al. (2012) show that

some tornadoes do not occur until after occlusions.

It can be seen in the PX-1000 data presented that a

nonstandard mode of cyclic mesocyclone behavior was

evident during and around the time of the loop. To date,

the majority of cyclic processes observed during similar

events revolve around cyclic mesocyclogenesis and/or

tornadogenesis. Cyclic mesocyclogenesis can be broken

into occluding and nonoccluding modes (Adlerman and

Droegemeier 2005). In the occluding mode, as each

mesocyclone occludes toward the rear side of the

storm, a new mesocyclone forms downshear along the

trailing RFGF (Ziegler et al. 2001; Beck et al. 2006;

French et al. 2008). In the nonoccluding mode, the ex-

istingmesocyclone propagates away from themain body

of the storm along the RFGF as a new mesocyclone

forms nearer to the main hook echo. Cyclic tornado-

genesis, on the other hand, assumes that in addition to

cyclic mesocyclogenesis, new vorticity maxima must

form along the RFGF at low levels, increasing in mag-

nitude with height (Dowell and Bluestein 2002a). This

concept builds on the Burgess et al. (1982) concept to

describe observations of somemesocyclones throughout

a storm’s lifetime producing relatively short-lived cyclic

tornadoes (Dowell and Bluestein 2002b; Tanamachi

et al. 2012).

Furthermore, multiple cyclic tornado cases have ob-

served dissipating tornadoes to move along or near to

the occlusion point, resulting in motion toward the

‘‘rear’’ of the updraft (Dowell and Bluestein 2002a;

Houser 2013). In some cases, this has led to a nearly full

loop of the tornado before eventual occlusion and dis-

sipation occurs (Wurman et al. 2007; Bluestein et al.

2010; Tanamachi et al. 2012). Houser (2013) and Houser

et al. (2015) show a hybrid case from 24 May 2011 in

FIG. 13. (from top left, clockwise) PX-1000 ZHH, dealiased yr, rHV, and ZDR at 2024:16 UTC. Annotations and thick lines mark debris

ejection 1 (R5), and debris ejection 2 (R6) in the failed occlusion process (Fig. 14). Thick arrows depict approximate predominant path of

debris ejections/RFGFSs. The dotted circle in each panel marks the TDS remaining after debris ejections.
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which it is postulated that the RFGFS remained con-

tained without fully wrapping around the updraft, al-

lowing the reorganizing mesocyclone to keep access to

warm inflow air. While this did allow the tornado to

continue without immediate occlusion, dissipation did

occur shortly thereafter.

The Moore case is distinctive in that the occluding

RFGFS occurred during a period of rapid, cyclic

RFGFS generation, resulting in a well-timed in-

teraction between multiple RFGFSs that caused un-

usual behavior of the parent mesocyclone and

associated tornado. The existence of these observations

on such short time scales means that high-temporal res-

olution observations at high spatial resolution were nec-

essary to observe separation between individual

RFGFSs. Although dual-Doppler observations on the

same resolution scales would be ideal, the use of polar-

imetric radar and associated debris ejections leads to the

inference that 8 RFGFSs occurred over a 23-min period.

It is important to note that these RFGFSs appear to be

manifestations of concentrated RFD flow. There could

certainly be dynamic and/or thermodynamic forcing

causing multiple areas of focus within the RFD that we

are not able to quantify. This has been suggested by

Skinner et al. (2014), where dual-Doppler analysis at

high-temporal resolution showed multiple areas of

concentrated downdrafts within the RFD. However,

other than these observations, the existence of such

high-resolution surges is lacking in the literature.

While the term ‘‘ejection’’ was chosen for these ob-

servations, it should be noted that the predominant

forcing resulting in the debris’ existence in a tail shape is

not necessarily known. Because of the lack of a sym-

metric ejection of debris, a purely lateral ejection caused

solely by centrifuging is an unlikely scenario, but some

combination of centrifuging, debris fallout, and con-

vergence along the RFGF is a likely culprit. Addition-

ally, observations of RFGFSs at such high frequency is

rare, however, recent studies such as Skinner et al.

(2014) have seen comparable time scales using relatively

rapid-scanning dual-Doppler data. Additionally, the

only known observations of debris tails/ejections

(Houser 2013; Houser et al. 2015) occurred in another

EF-5 storm and were collected at the X band. It is pos-

sible that such observations will become more prevalent

in the near future as rapid-scanning polarimetric radar

(especially at short wavelengths such as the X and Ka

bands) become more ubiquitous in the field.

It is thought that the high frequency of RFGFSs

around the occlusion/loop period may have to do with

the weakening/occluding mesocyclone, but it is not clear

that there is a direct relation. These relatively quiescent

periods display an unmistakably periodic nature of the

RFGFSs, although cyclic mesocyclogenesis and/or cy-

clic tornadogenesis do not occur. It should be noted

that in some cases, the debris ejection signatures ap-

pear to lead the convergence signatures (or at least line

up with each other). Since the observations of PX-1000

are quite high (i.e., hundreds of meters), the position of

the gust front is likely further ahead near the surface.

The debris lofted into the beam may, therefore, be

associated with the head of a density current that is

surging forward below the radar beam. Additionally, a

number of causal factors related to the RFGFSs may

have affected the tornado track; however, without rapid

volumetric scanning capabilities, it is unclear whether

these occurrences are due to vortex tilt or other factors.

The possible correlation between RFGFSs and track

shifts is intriguing, but reasons for these shifts are beyond

the scope of this research.

As a potential explanation for what occurred in the

Moore tornado, a hybrid conceptual diagram, adapted

from the combination of PX-1000 data, Burgess et al.

(1982), Dowell and Bluestein (2002a), and the Houser

(2013) case, is presented in Fig. 14. As the RFGFS as-

sociated with the occlusion (RFGFS 1) wraps RFD air

around the updraft and tornado, weakening the meso-

cyclone and associated vorticity, the tornado begins to

move to the north and eventually the northwest in an

occlusion-type pattern. Near the apex of the northward

turn, a secondary RFGFS, labeled RFGFS 2 in the di-

agram, pushes a new corridor of RFD air toward the

south and southeast, in stark contrast to the pre-

dominant direction of RFGFS 1. This process may or

may not result in a full loop (a cusp track would also be

conceivable), and could take place with more than two

RFGFSs. RFGFSs 1 and 2 in the diagram are analogous

to R5 and R6 in the Moore case (Fig. 13).

The prevailing hypothesis is that initially, an im-

balance of inflow and RFD winds causes the tornado

to move north, similar to an occlusion process.

However, with the strong southerly surge directly af-

terward, the inflow and RFD wind balance changes

and the vortex migrates southward, restoring the lo-

cation of the tornado in the updraft and preventing the

occlusion of the tornado. This is similar to the tornadic

mesocyclone cases described in Adlerman and

Droegemeier (2005) and Houser (2013); however, the

tornado and mesocyclone recover fully and continue

on a path similar to that before the original northerly

turn and in a relatively mature state. Additionally,

depending on the strength, timing, and directivity of

the secondary RFGFS, as well as any additional

RFGFSs throughout the process, abrupt changes in

forward ground speed may be observed, as with the

Moore case just past I-35.
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It is important to note that the origins of R5 are not as

readily known as the other RFGFSs because of its ori-

entation to the north and east. While it would be a rel-

atively rare occurrence for the RFD to undercut the

updraft region of the storm, the possibility of the RFD

wrapping around the updraft/tornado regions should be

noted [i.e., similar to a synoptic-scale occlusion process;

see Fig. 7 in Kumjian (2011)]. RFGFS R5 appears to be

related to the original source of R4 (the ‘‘southern

surge’’), but a distinct break and difference in debris

trajectory is evident. The possibilities for debris sources

include RFD wrap around, forward-flank debris fallout,

and pure tornadic vortex debris fallout (during a distinct

weakening stage), and if more dual-Doppler data were

available, the possibility of an occlusion downdraft

could also be explored.

We are referring to this process as a ‘‘failed occlusion’’

of the parent mesocyclone and tornado because of the

apparent occlusion processes observed prior to the loop.

As shown in Fig. 12, a number of events indicative of a

weakening updraft, debris fallout, and an attempt at

occlusion are evident. The southern surge of

precipitation that preceded the northerly turn (2016:39

UTC; Fig. 12a) was followed by single-elevation

observations of lowered ZHH and ZDR (2020:37 UTC;

Fig. 12b), possibly indicating fallout of large drops to

heights lower than the radar beam elevation that were

then transported rapidly south by the RFD. Such a de-

velopment in the RFDwould likely lead to an enhanced

area of RFD winds, resulting in a RFGFS as indicated

shortly after in R4. This hypothesis is also supported by

the relatively high values of ZHH and ZDR in the

southern surge (Fig. 12a).

It is hypothesized that the driving force behind the

relatively large/strong RFGFS R4 was a combination

of more availability of debris (i.e., structure density)

and the downward momentum generated in the

southern surge via precipitation loading in a wet

downdraft. It is important to note that the southern

surge is a manifestation of a three-dimensional process,

and the polarimetric values associated with the south-

ern surge are likely a result of predominantly large

raindrops falling through the RFD, possibly mixed with

small debris or nonuniform beam filling (Herzegh and

Jameson 1992; Ryzhkov and Zrni�c 1995; Kumjian and

Ryzhkov 2008; Kumjian et al. 2010). As the large drops

fell through the radar beam, it is believed that they

were caught in the strong southern surge, transporting

FIG. 14. Conceptual diagram of the failed occlusion process. The tornado and mesocyclone are first impacted by an occlusion-forcing

RFGFS (RFGFS 1), which wraps around the tornado, causing a turn to the north. A second RFGFS (RFGFS 2) impinges upon the

tornado near the apex of the loop with a predominantly southern direction relative to RFGFS 1, causing the tornado to move in

a circular pattern and regain a steady state after a looped track. RFGFSs 1 and 2 are analogous to R5 and R6, respectively, in the

Moore case.
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them to the southern portion of the RFGF as part of a

developing RFGFS.

Eventually, this process appeared to result in a dis-

ruption of the hook in ZHH and the ZDR arc. It has been

suggested by Kumjian (2011) that the appearance of low

values of ZDR to the west of the hook may be indicative

of an occlusion downdraft. Additionally, the ZDR arc

disruption occurred close to the time that would be ex-

pected in an occlusion of the parent mesocyclone and/or

tornado (Kumjian et al. 2010; Crowe et al. 2010; Palmer

et al. 2011). After the loop, a clear recovery in the ZDR

arc is evident by high values of ZDR fully connected

around the updraft and hook echo. To emphasize the

difference between the early mature stages of the tor-

nado, the loop time, and the later mature stages of the

tornado, Fig. 15 shows ZHH, rHV, ZDR, and differential

propagation phase (fDP, in 8) at three times during the

tornado. The difference in ZDR arc connection and ZDR

values in the forward flank are clear in the middle col-

umn compared to the left and right columns.

Despite the attenuation correction applied to the PX-

1000 data, and in order to rule out attenuation as a cause

for the hook echo break and the area of lowered ZDR,

KTLX WSR-88D data are presented in Fig. 16. KTLX

was located 20 km northeast of PX-1000, and was scan-

ning in volume coverage pattern 12 (Brown et al. 2005).

The data in Fig. 16 are from the 1.48 scan in order to

closely match the height of the PX-1000 beam. Numer-

ous similar features can be seen, albeit at lower spatial

and temporal resolutions. It should be noted that ZHH

values in the KTLX data along the southern periphery

of the forward flank are low enough to suggest that the

low rHV values in PX-1000 may not be a result of hail

core fallout; rather, that debris fallout is a possible ex-

planation. While sparse, large hail cannot be ruled out,

the KTLX observations at least suggest that debris

fallout is plausible, especially when the amount of debris

available for fallout (in a well-developed area) is con-

sidered. At no other point in the KTLX data was any

indication of a ZDR arc disruption seen.

Additionally, it can be speculated that the intrusion of

low ZDR and rHV values into the southern part of the

FFD indicate the potential for a weakening updraft.

Magsig and Snow (1998) suggest that rapid weakening of

the updraft in a strong tornado could lead to debris

fallout in the FFD region. Even small debris mixed with

raindrops would be noticeable in both ZDR and rHV

fields. The difference between low ZDR and rHV in-

trusions in the middle column of Fig. 15 is clear com-

pared to the pure rain (and size sorting mechanism of

the ZDR arc) in the left and right columns, further

indicating a weakened updraft and possible occlusion

attempt.

The distinct pattern of debris ejecting to the northeast

along the occluding RFGFS, combined with the obser-

vations of the tornadomoving toward the north in the PX-

1000 data, corroborates the hypothesis that an occlusion

process was under way. However, visual observations

from numerous sources of a continuous condensation

funnel and tornado, as well as a continuous damage swath

and no indication of a new couplet center in the PX-1000

data suggest that the same tornado was maintained after

the loop. The limited number of dual-Doppler analysis

points with KTLX, as well as discussions with collabora-

tors looking at other datasets, also suggests that only one

mesocyclone existed throughout the failed occlusion

process. Despite the highly dynamic and changing situa-

tion, even 20-s updates may not be enough data to de-

terminewithout a doubt that only one updraft was present

throughout the occlusion process. It should be noted that

while the failed occlusion is one hypothesis, other options

formesocyclone/updraft evolution certainly exist with this

case (such as extremely rapid cyclic mesocyclogenesis,

multiple tornadoes, and/or additional updrafts).

Despite the reduction in apparent strength, the area

near MMC was one of only two primary areas where

EF5 damage indicators were found in the Atkins et al.

(2014a) and Burgess et al. (2014) studies (Fig. 11). While

this area is highly populated, the slow speed of the tor-

nado over a small spatial area could have had significant

impacts on resulting damage (e.g., see Snyder and

Bluestein 2014). Although enhanced damage is possible

due to extended periods of high wind speeds, this area

was also in a more-developed subdivision (Burgess et al.

2014), so no concrete conclusions can be drawn re-

garding such a correlation.

Finally, the polarimetric variables of the RFGFSs are

relatively consistent with each other, as well as those

seen in TDSs (Bodine et al. 2013). A summary of the

polarimetric variable distributions in the eight RFGFSs

is presented in Fig. 17. The primary difference between

RFGFS observations and those expected in a TDS is the

higher median of ZDR. This is likely due to two factors:

1) the existence of more rain drops in the RFGFS where

centrifuging is not a primary driving factor of size sort-

ing, and/or 2) debris fallout with a common alignment

orientation due to strong, straight-line winds. Addi-

tionally, rHV median values are slightly higher than

those seen in Bodine et al. (2013). One would assume

that the higher frequency of PX-1000 (X band as op-

posed to S band) would tend to lead to lower rHV values

due to the greater electrical sizes of debris; however, the

higher values could be due to the effects of rain and

smaller debris being lofted, resulting in less resonance

scattering effects. Also of note is an apparent negative

mean in ZDR in the TDS (not the debris ejections; not
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shown), a phenomenon discussed by Ryzhkov et al.

(2005) and Bodine et al. (2014). This phenomenon is a

manifestation of Mie scattering and common debris

alignment, but could also be caused by differential at-

tenuation; this is an area of ongoing research.

6. Conclusions

The 20 May Moore tornado is a high-profile mete-

orological case that was observed by PX-1000 at high

temporal resolution, allowing for a fine-grain analysis

FIG. 15. (from top to bottom) PX-1000 ZHH, rHV, ZDR, and fDP at (from left to right) 2008:01, 2022:57, and 2029:15 UTC. (left),(right)

Mature reflectivity, TDS, and ZDR arc are in stark contrast to those in the (middle) near/during the loop at MMC.
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FIG. 16. (from top to bottom) KTLXZHH, rHV, and ZDR at (from left to right) 2022:02 and 2026:15 UTC. Notable similarities with PX-

1000 including hook echo and ZDR arc disruption, low rHV in the forward flank, and a debris ejection following the loop are marked.

KTLX data are from the 1.48 tilt.
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of various storm attributes that occurred on rapid time

scales. While dual-Doppler, volumetric observations

at a similar temporal resolution would allow for full

analysis of the various RFGFS structures, the lack of

such observations requires the use of polarimetric es-

timates to track RFD velocities and directions.

Through this analysis, eight different RFGFSs marked by

distinct debris ejection patterns were identified during the

lifetime of the tornado; additionally, all of the RFGFSs

visible in yr data were associated with a debris ejection.

Among the eight RFGFSs, three occurred in rapid suc-

cession, including the middle RFGFS that marked an

apparent occlusion process with a debris ejection pri-

marily angled to the northeast.

During the ongoing occlusion process, a second

RFGFS aligned primarily to the south appeared to have

provided enough balance between the supercellular in-

flow and outflow regimes to maintain the dominant me-

socyclone and tornado structure, effectively ‘‘pushing’’

the tornado back onto an easterly path after the com-

pletion of a counterclockwise looping trajectory. After-

ward, a significant increase in forward ground speed,

coupled with a recovered updraft and tornadic vortex,

allowed the tornado to continue for an additional

12min, a time marked by consistent EF3 and common

EF4 damage. This process, referred to as a failed occlu-

sion, is thought to have been a result of a hybrid cyclic

RFD process not yet seen in the literature. This hypoth-

esis does not take into account thermodynamic data

(which are not available for the storm in question), but

serves as one possible explanation for the observations.

A number of different areas for future work exist with

the data from this case. Comparisons with other area ra-

dars that were scanning volumetrically (e.g., the KTLX

WSR-88D and the TOKCTDWR) could be used to piece

together vortex tilt characteristics around the failed

occlusion period. Polarimetric comparisons of the debris

ejections and the characteristics of the southern surge at

multiple frequencies can be made in order to relate the X-

band PX-1000 observations with the S-band WSR-88D

systems that are used operationally and in research modes

(e.g., the KOUN WSR-88D). KOUN sector scans are

available, whichmay allow for volumetric characterization

of the debris contained in eachRFGFS. Such comparisons

would also be valuable to the development of the multilag

concept, especially its occasional breakdown in areas of

high spectrum width. These findings combined with

comparisons with other datasets will make for in-

creased accuracy in future low-power-pulse compres-

sion weather radar systems (Cheong et al. 2013b).

Additionally, despite the lack of extensive dual-

Doppler coverage for the Moore tornado, numerical

simulations of the failed occlusion processes from this case

and future cases could prove instrumental in determining

the validity and details of the proposed hypothesis. Po-

larimetric analysis of the statistical characteristics of de-

bris and hydrometeors at all stages of the storm should be

undertaken given the numerous polarimetric datasets

from the case, specifically with regard to the apparent

negative ZDR mean in the TDS at early stages of the

tornado. Finally, further investigation of the cell merger

early in the tornado track is an intriguing area for future

studies, and may aid in understanding its role in torna-

dogenesis in the Moore case.
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